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Abstract 46 

Phosphorylation of AMPA receptor GluA1 plays important roles in synaptic 47 

potentiation. Most previous studies have been carried out in the hippocampus, 48 

while the roles of GluA1 phosphorylation in the cortex remain unknown. Here 49 

we investigated the involvement of phosphorylation of GluA1 in the LTP in the 50 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) using mice with GluA1 knock-in mutation at the 51 

PKA phosphorylation site serine 845 (s845A) or CaMKII/PKC phosphorylation 52 

site serine 831 (s831A). The network LTP which is constructed by multiple 53 

recording of LTP at different location within the ACC was also investigated. We 54 

found that the expression of LTP and network LTP was significantly impaired in 55 

the s845A but not in the s831A mice. By contrast, basal synaptic transmission 56 

and NMDA receptor mediated responses were not affected. Furthermore, to 57 

uncover potential information under the current acquired data, a new method 58 

for reconstruction and better visualization of the signals was developed to 59 

observe the spatial localizations and dynamic temporal changes of fEPSP signals 60 

and multiple LTP responses within the ACC circuit. Our results provide strong 61 

evidence that PKA phosphorylation of the GluA1 is important for the network 62 

LTP expression in the ACC.  63 

 64 

Running Title: Phosphorylation of AMPA receptor in cortical LTP 65 

 66 
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 67 

Significance Statement  68 

Previous studies have shown that PKA and PKC phosphorylation of AMPA 69 

receptor GluA1 play critical roles in LTP in the hippocampus, while the roles of 70 

GluA1 phosphorylation in the cortex remain unknown. In the present study, by 71 

combining a 64-channel multi-electrode (MED64) system and a novel analysis and 72 

visualization method, we observed the accurate spatial localization and dynamic 73 

temporal changes of network fEPSP signals and LTP responses within the ACC circuit 74 

and found that PKA but not PKC phosphorylation of the GluA1 is required for the 75 

LTP in the ACC.  76 

  77 
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INTRODUCTION 78 

       AMPA receptors (AMPARs) play important roles in synaptic transmission 79 

and plasticity (Malinow and Malenka, 2002; Collingridge et al., 2004; Anggono and 80 

Huganir, 2012). At baseline condition, most of central synaptic currents are mediated 81 

by AMPARs. Potentiation of postsynaptic AMPARs by phosphorylation of the GluA1 82 

subunit is one of the major synaptic mechanisms contributing to long-term 83 

potentiation (LTP), a key synaptic mechanism for learning and memory. In the 84 

hippocampus, phosphorylation of GluA1 at the serine 831 (s831) is reported to 85 

increase the channel conductance of AMPARs (Kristensen et al., 2011) , and PKA 86 

phosphorylates serine 845 of the GluA1 contributes to AMPAR trafficking to the 87 

plasma membrane (Esteban et al., 2003; Oh et al., 2006). The s831 and s845 double 88 

mutant mice showed significant deficits in LTP and spatial memory (Lee et al., 2003) , 89 

providing strong evidence for the important roles of both s831 and s845 in the 90 

hippocampal LTP. However, the roles of phosphorylated GluA1 in the cortical LTP of 91 

adult animals remain unknown. 92 

      The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is an important area for pain perception 93 

and chronic pain, in which glutamatergic synaptic transmission undergoes long-term 94 

plastic changes after peripheral inflammation or nerve injury (Zhuo, 2008; Zhuo et al., 95 

2011; Bliss et al., 2016; Zhuo, 2016). Previous studies show that phosphorylated 96 

GluA1 at s845 site is increased in the ACC in animals with neuropathic pain (Xu et al., 97 

2008; Chen et al., 2014d). Injury induced cortical synaptic responses and behavioral 98 

sensitizations are significantly inhibited in GluA1 s845 but not s831 mutant mice 99 
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(Zhuo, 2008; Chen et al., 2014d). However, it is unknown whether phosphorylation of 100 

GluA1 at s845 or s831 sites of AMPARs actually contributes to LTP in the ACC. 101 

To direct investigate the roles of phosphorylated GluA1 in the ACC LTP, we 102 

used a 64-channel multi-electrode (MED64) system to record the LTP and the 103 

network of LTP recruitment in the ACC in mice with s845 or s831 knock-in mutation, 104 

in which the PKA or CaMKII/PKC phosphorylation sites in GluA1 were replaced 105 

with an alanine (Lee et al., 2000). We also developed a novel method from which we 106 

got better 2D and 3D visualization of the spatio-temporal signals using the 107 

low-resolution MED64 signals. We found that ACC LTP was largely impaired in the 108 

s845A mice but not in the s831A mice. Our results provide strong evidence that PKA 109 

but not PKC phosphorylation of the GluA1 is important for ACC LTP. 110 

  111 
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Materials and Methods 112 

Animals 113 

Experiments were performed with adult (8-10 weeks old) male serine 831 114 

mutants (s831A) mice and serine 845 mutants (s845A) mice (C57BL6/J background) 115 

and the WT mice. All mice were maintained on a 12 hrs light/dark cycle with food 116 

and water provided ad libitum. All experiments protocols are approved by the Animal 117 

Care and Use Committee of University of Xi’an Jiaotong University. 118 

 119 

Slice preparation 120 

The general methods for preparing ACC slices were similar to those described 121 

previously (Liu et al., 2013b; Chen et al., 2014a). Adult male mice were anaesthetized 122 

with ether, the whole brain was quickly removed from the skull and submerged in the 123 

ice cold, oxygenated (95% O2 and 5% CO2) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) 124 

containing the following (in mM): 124 NaCl, 4.4 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgSO4, 25 125 

NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4 and 10 glucose, pH 7.35-7.45. After cooling in the ACSF for a 126 

short time, the whole brain was trimmed for an appropriate part to glue onto the 127 

ice-cold stage of a vibrating tissue slicer (VT1200S, Leica). Coronal brain slices (300 128 

M), containing the ACC, were prepared after the corpus callosum connection. After 129 

cutting, slices were then incubated in a submerged recovery chamber with the ACSF, 130 

for at least 2hrs at room temperature.  131 

 132 

Preparation of the multi-electrode array 133 
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A commercial 64-channel multisite recording system (MED64; Panasonic, Japan) 134 

was used for extracellular field potential recordings. The procedure for preparation of 135 

the MED64 probe (P515A, Panasonic, Japan) was using standard methods (Kang et 136 

al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013a). The MED64 probe has an array of 64 planar 137 

microelectrodes, each arranged in an 8 × 8 pattern, with an inter-electrode distance of 138 

150 m. Before use, the surface of the MED64 probe was treated with 0.1% 139 

polyethyleneimine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO; P-3143) in 25 mmol/L borate buffer (pH 140 

8.4) overnight at room temperature. Before using it in the experiments, the probe 141 

surface was rinsed at least three times with sterile distilled water. 142 

 143 

Field potential recording in adult ACC slices 144 

After incubation, one slice containing the ACC was transferred to the prepared 145 

MED64 probe and perfused with the oxygenated fresh ACSF at room temperature and 146 

maintained at a 2ml/min flow rate. The slice was positioned on the MED64 probe in 147 

such a way that the different layers of the ACC was entirely covered by the whole 148 

array of the electrodes, then a fine-mesh anchor was placed on the slice to ensure its 149 

stabilization during the experiments. After at least 1hr recovery of slices in the 150 

recording chamber, biphasic constant current pulse stimulation (0.2 ms) was applied 151 

to the stimulation channel to evoke the field excitatory postsynaptic potentials 152 

(fEPSPs) in the channels closest to the stimulation site. Stable baseline responses 153 

were recorded for at least 1hr, then a theta-burst stimulation (TBS, five trains of burst 154 

with four pulses at 100 Hz, at 200 ms interval; repeated five times at intervals of 10 s) 155 
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protocol was given to induce the LTP (Chen et al., 2014a). 156 

 157 

Whole-cell patch-clamp electrophysiology 158 

Experimental procedures were based on those described previously (Zhao et al., 159 

2005; Xu et al., 2008). Slices were transferred to a submerged recovery chamber with 160 

oxygenated ACSF at 28-30℃. After a 1 hr recovery period, slices were transferred in 161 

a recording chamber on the stage of a BX51W1 (Olympus) microscope equipped with 162 

infrared differential interference contrast (DIC) optics for visualized recording. The 163 

excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were recorded from superficial layers (II/III) 164 

neurons with an Axon 200B amplifier (Axon Instruments). The stimulations were 165 

delivered using a bipolar tungsten stimulating electrode placed in deep layer (V/VI) of 166 

ACC. In the voltage-clamp configuration, recording pipettes (3-5 MΩ) were filled 167 

with the following solution (in mM): 112 Cs-Gluconate, 5 TEA-Cl, 3.7 NaCl, 0.2 168 

EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2 MgATP, 0.3 Na3GTP,5 QX-314 and 0.1 spermine (adjusted to 169 

PH 7.2 with CsOH, 290 mOsmol). AMPA receptor–mediated EPSCs were induced by 170 

repetitive stimulations at 0.05 Hz, and neurons were voltage-clamped at -60 mV in the 171 

presence of D-AP5 (50 μM). NMDA receptor-mediated EPSCs were recorded at -20 172 

mV by bathing with CNQX (20 μM). Picrotoxin (100 μM) was always present to 173 

block GABAA (γ-aminobutyric acid type A) receptor–mediated inhibitory synaptic 174 

currents both in all experiments. Data were collected and analyzed with Clampex10.3 175 

and Clampfit 10.2 software (Axon Instruments). 176 

 177 
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Drugs 178 

The chemicals used in this study were as follows: picrotoxin (PTX) and CNQX 179 

were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis). D-AP5 was purchased from the Tocris 180 

Cookson (Bristol, UK). Drugs were prepared as stock solutions for frozen aliquots at 181 

-20 . All these drugs were diluted from the stock solutions to the final desired 182 

concentration in ACSF before used. 183 

 184 

A novel method for accurate localization of multiple fEPSP peaks and network LTP  185 

To getting smoother and more stable interpolation of the data acquired using the 186 

hardware MED64 8x8 value in a 2D grid-distributed array, we developed a novel 187 

software for quantitative analysis and meaningful visualization based on the 188 

combination of nonlinear cubic spline interpolation method.  189 

In this method, the low resolution 64 array 2D signals (8 x 8 pixels) are 190 

interpolated into a high-density 2D fEPSP signal image (e.g., 640 x 640 pixels, 1280 x 191 

1280 pixels). We use a spline interpolation method where the interpolant can be a 192 

defined type of piecewise polynomial. In numerical analysis, a spline is a term for 193 

elastic rulers for interpolating a number of predefined points. The mathematical model 194 

of spline is the shape of such elastic rulers fixed by n+1 knots {( ): i =0, 1, …, n}. 195 

It is to interpolate between all the pairs of knots. The curvature of a curve of 196 

interpolation can be achieved using polynomials of degree 3 or higher. Here, we 197 

firstly apply an interpolation using polynomials of degree 3, i.e., the case of nonlinear 198 

cubic spline. The goal of cubic spline interpolation is to get an interpolation formula 199 
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that is smooth in the first derivative and continuous in the second derivative, both 200 

within an interval and at its boundaries. Cubic spline is more stable than polynomial 201 

interpolation due to its nice continuous property through the second derivative 202 

without over-interpretation effects.  203 

The workflow of the software prototype included three processing steps (Fig. 7). 204 

The first step was to import the originally recorded MED64 values of fEPSP slopes 205 

into a 2D fEPSP value matrix including active channels and non-active channels. 206 

Then we reconstructed a high-density 2D signals by using a nonlinear cubic spline 207 

interpolation algorithm. The advantage of this algorithm is to use higher order cubic 208 

interpolation for keeping accuracy and smoothness of the signals. The high-density 209 

array (from 2D array 8 x 8 pixels to 640 x 640 pixels) showed more smoothing 210 

patterns of 2D signals and continuities than the original MED64 2D grid array at all 211 

acquisition time. In this way, we could estimate and visualize the accurate locations of 212 

multiple fEPSP signal peaks and nadirs by using contour lines. The peaks of fEPSP 213 

signals can be considered as the node or vertices in a graph network. The distributions 214 

of contour lines of multiple peaks of fEPSP signals show the underlying relationships 215 

among them in 2D spatial spaces. Finally, we transferred the single 2D image into a 216 

3D surface image by converting the strength of fEPSP slopes into different value of 217 

peaks. The strength of fEPSP slopes was digitized using a color scale bar. 218 

 219 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 220 

Experiments were performed with adult (8-10 weeks old) male s831A, s845A and 221 
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the WT mice. We used whole-cell patch-clamp to test whether the basal synaptic 222 

transmission within the ACC was affected by the GluA1 phosphorylation site 223 

mutation. The 22 neurons/8 slices from 5 s845A mice, 17 neurons/ 6 slices of 6 s831A 224 

and 21 neurons/7 slices of 7WT mice were used to record the PPF, The sEPSC were 225 

recorded in 24 neurons/ 8 s845A slices, 25 neurons/ 9 s831A slices and 24 neurons/ 7 226 

WT slices (6 mice in each type).  For the AMPAR-mediated input-output response, 227 

data were recorded from 20 neurons/ 7 slices of 6 s845A mice, 23 neurons/ 7 slices of 228 

6 s831A mice and 17 neurons/ 6 slices of 7 WT mice. And 22 neurons/ 9 s845A slices, 229 

20 neurons/ 7 s831A slices and 18 neurons/ 6 WT slices from 6 mice in each type 230 

were used to record the AMPAR-mediated I-V response. For the NMDAR-mediated 231 

input-output response, data were recorded from 20 neurons/8 s845A slices, 19 232 

neurons/ 6 s831A slices and 20 neurons/ 7 WT slices of 7 mice in each group. The 21 233 

neurons/ 9 s845A slices, 18 neurons/ 7 slices and 23 neurons/ 10 WT slice2 from 7 234 

mice in each group were collected to test the with Clampex 10.3 and Clampfit 10.2 235 

software (Axon Instruments).  In the MED64, 15 slices of 13 s845A mice, 15 slices 236 

of 13 s831A mice, and 15 slices of 11 WT mice were used to test the 237 

NMDAR-mediated I-V response. The rise time and decay time of NMDAR were 238 

recorded from 10 neurons/ 7 s845A slices, 9 neurons/ 6 s831A slices and 8 neurons/ 6 239 

WT slice (6 mice in each group). The whole-cell patch-clamp data were collected 240 

with Clampex 10.3 and Clampfit 10.2 software (Axon Instruments).   241 

In the MED64, 15 slices of 13 s845A mice, 15 slices of 13 s831A mice and 15 242 

slices of 11 WT mice were used to test the LTP in ACC by TBS. Mobius software was 243 
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used for all multichannel electrophysiological data acquisition and analysis. The 244 

percentages of the fEPSP slopes were normalized by the averaged value of the 245 

baseline.  A new method for reconstruction and better visualization of the signals 246 

was developed to observe the spatial localizations and dynamic temporal changes of 247 

fEPSP signals and multiple LTP responses within the ACC circuit. All the MED64 248 

data were all used for the new method. 249 

Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. The student’s t-test, One-way ANOVA and 250 

two-way ANOVA were used for statistical comparisons. The level of significance was 251 

set at P< 0.05. 252 

  253 
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RESULTS 254 

s845 mutation of the GluA1 impaired ACC LTP 255 

To investigate the role of the s845 site of GluA1 in ACC LTP, we recorded LTP 256 

using the multi-channel signals through the MED64 system (Fig. 1A). After 1 hr 257 

stable baseline recording, theta burst stimulation (TBS) was applied to induce network 258 

late-phase of LTP (L-LTP). Unlike in wild-type mice (Figs. 1F-J), TBS failed to 259 

induce L-LTP of the fEPSP slope in most of the active channels in the s845A mice. As 260 

shown in a typical sample slice with 19 active responses in the s845A mice (Fig. 261 

1A-E), only 2 active channels showed L-LTP (168.1  20.3% of baseline) lasted for 4 262 

hrs, 5 active channels showed short term LTP (S-LTP) lasted less than 3 hrs, while 263 

most of the channels (12 channels) showed no potentiation throughout the entire 264 

recording period. The final averaged slope of all 19 channels was 101.0  6.0% of the 265 

baseline at 4 hrs after TBS induction (Fig. 1E). In a total of 264 active channels from 266 

15 slices of 13 mice, TBS induced L-LTP in 67 (25.4%) channels (141.9  4.0% of 267 

the baseline), S-LTP in 48 channels (18.2%) but no LTP in 149 channels (56.4%). In a 268 

sum from the 264 channels, TBS failed to induce L-LTP (108.3  4.8% of the baseline, 269 

t (14) = -1.795, P = 0.0943, paired t-test) (Fig. 4F). 270 

In the ACC of WT mice, however, TBS induced L-LTP in most of the active 271 

channels, which was similar with our previous reports (Chen et al., 2014b; Song et al., 272 

2015). As shown in one typical sample slice with 21 active channels (Figs. 1F-I), 15 273 

channels showed L-LTP (157.7 ± 6.2% of the baseline), 3 channels showed S-LTP and 274 

3 channels showed no potentiation. The final averaged slope of 21 channels was 141.4 275 
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± 5.2% of the baseline at 4 hrs after TBS induction (Fig. 1J). In a total of 15 slices 276 

from 11 mice, we found TBS induced L-LTP in 83.8% (233 from 278 active channels) 277 

active channels and their averaged fEPSP slope reached to 158.8 ± 2.5% of the 278 

baseline. In other 45 channels, 18 channels (6.5%) showed S-LTP and 27 channels 279 

(9.7%) showed no potentiation. The fEPSP slope of the total 278 channels was 280 

potentiated to 149.7 ± 3.2% of the baseline at 4 hrs after TBS (t (14) = -17.868, P = 281 

4.928E-11, paired t-test), and that was significantly greater than that in s845A mice (t 282 

(28) = 7.656, P = 2.44E-8, unpaired t-test) (Fig. 4F). Further analysis indicates that the 283 

number of channels showing L-LTP was also affected (Fig. 4G): s845A mice showed 284 

significantly less channels with L-LTP (WT: 15.53 ± 1.75 channels; s845A: 4.47 ± 285 

1.87 channels, t (28) = 5.199, P = 1.61E-5, unpaired t-test), more channels with no 286 

LTP (WT: 1.80 ± 0.41 channels; s845A: 9.93 ± 1.80 channels. t (28) = -6.456, P = 287 

5.42E-7, unpaired t-test) and more channels with S-LTP (WT: 1.20 ± 0.47 channels; 288 

s845A: 3.20 ± 0.92 channels. t (28) = -2.36, P = 0.0255, unpaired t-test) (n = 15 289 

slices/11 WT mice and 15 slices/13 s845A mice, Fig. 4H). 290 

 291 

AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission was not changed in s845A mice 292 

Next, we explored whether or not the basal synaptic transmission within the ACC 293 

was affected by the GluA1 phosphorylation site mutation. By using whole-cell 294 

patch-clamp method, we recorded neurons in the superficial layers (II/III) by 295 

stimulating the deep layers (V/VI) of the ACC (Fig. 2A). Paired-pulse facilitation 296 

(PPF) and spontaneous excitatory post-synaptic current (sEPSC), the two simple 297 
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measurements for measuring the presynaptic transmitter release possibility and 298 

postsynaptic receptor efficiency, were tested at first. We examined the PPF at different 299 

stimulus intervals of 35, 50, 75, 100 and 150 ms and found that the PPF ratios were 300 

not different between the WT and s845A mice (F (1, 214) = 0.243, P = 0.913, Two-way 301 

ANOVA. n = 21 neurons/7 WT slices and 22 neurons/8 s845A slices, Fig. 2B). 302 

Consistently, neither the frequency (WT: 3.0 ± 0.6 Hz, s845A: 2.8 ± 0.3 Hz, t (46) = 303 

0.345, P = 0.732) nor amplitude (WT mice: 9.8 ± 0.4 pA, s845A mice: 10.2 ± 0.5 pA, 304 

t (46) = -0.573, P = 0.596) of the sEPSCs was changed between WT and s845A mice 305 

(n = 24 neurons/7 WT slices and 24 neurons/8 s845A slices, unpaired t-test) (Fig. 306 

2C-E).   307 

We then tested the input (stimulation intensity)-output (EPSC amplitude) 308 

efficiency and I-V relationship of the AMPAR-mediated synaptic responses. The 309 

slopes of the AMPAR mediated input-output curve were not different in WT and s845 310 

mice (F (1, 234) = 0.057, P = 1.000, Two-way ANOVA. n = 17 neurons/6 WT slices and 311 

20 neurons/6 s845A slices) (Fig. 2F). The same tendency was also found in the I-V 312 

curve (F (1, 359) = 1.424, P = 0.485, Two-way ANOVA. n = 18 neurons/ 6 WT slices 313 

and 22 neurons/9 s845A slices) (Fig. 2G). These results suggest that the 314 

AMPAR-mediated basal excitatory synaptic transmissions were not different between 315 

the WT and s845A mice. 316 

 317 

NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-mediated responses in s845A mice 318 

NMDARs play crucial roles for the induction of LTP in the ACC (Zhao et al., 319 
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2005; Zhuo, 2008; Bliss et al., 2016), we next checked whether the properties of 320 

NMDAR-mediated responses were affected in the s845A mice. We found that the 321 

NMDAR-mediated input-output curves were not different between the WT and s845A 322 

mice (F (1, 199) = 0.0146, P = 1.000, Two-way ANOVA. n = 20 neurons/7 WT slices 323 

and 20 neurons/8 s845A slices) (Fig. 3A). Similarly, the NMDAR-mediated I-V curve 324 

was not changed in the s845A mice (F (1, 395) = 0.411, P = 0.914, Two-way ANOVA. n 325 

= 23 neurons/10 WT slices and 21 neurons/9 s845A slices) (Fig. 3B). In consistent 326 

with this, the rise time and decay time of the NMDAR-mediated EPSCs were not 327 

changed (rise time: 15.4 ± 1.3 ms in WT mice; 14.8 ± 1.2 ms in s845A mice, t (16) = 328 

0.342, P = 0.737; decay time: 213.3 ± 16.5 ms in WT mice; 229.8 ± 11.4 ms in s845A 329 

mice, t (16) = -0.899, P = 0.382, unpaired t-test) (n = 8 neurons/6 WT slices and 10 330 

neurons/7 s845A slices, Fig. 3C). These results suggest that the properties of 331 

NMDARs in ACC neurons were not different between WT and s845A mice.  332 

 333 

s831 mutation of the GluA1 did not affect the LTP  334 

Since CaMKII and PKC-dependent phosphorylation of GluA1 play important 335 

roles for LTP expression in the hippocampus (Lee et al., 2000), we then applied TBS 336 

to determine if LTP is also impaired in the ACC of s831A mice. We found that LTP 337 

was induced in most of the active channels in the s831A mice, with a similar pattern 338 

with WT mice. As shown in a typical sample slice with 18 active responses (Figs. 4A), 339 

12 channels showed L-LTP (150.4  8.8% of baseline), 3 channels showed S-LTP and 340 

3 channels showed no LTP (Figs. 4B-D). The final averaged slope of all 18 channels 341 
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was 133.6  8.3% of the baseline at 4 hrs after TBS induction (Fig. 4E). In a total of 342 

15 slices from 13 mice, we found 77.3% (211 from 273 channels) of active channels 343 

showed L-LTP (156.1  2.8% of the baseline), 30 channels (11.0%) showed S-LTP 344 

and 32 channels (11.7%) showed no potentiation. The fEPSP slope of all 273 channels 345 

was potentiated to 146.0  3.9% of the baseline, which was not different with the WT 346 

mice (t (28) = -0.726, P = 0.474, unpaired t-test, Fig. 4F). Further analysis showed 347 

that the occurrence of L-LTP, S-LTP and no LTP of s831A mice was not different with 348 

WT mice (L-LTP: t (28) = 0.783, P = 0.440; S-LTP: t (28) = -0.8, P = 0.336; no LTP: t 349 

(28) = -0.333, P = 0.563, unpaired t-test) but significantly different with s845A mice 350 

(L-LTP: t (28) =6.268, P = 8.93E-7; no LTP: t (28) = -6.16, P = 1.19E-7, S-LTP: t (28) 351 

= -1.21, P = 0.236, unpaired t-test) (Fig. 4H). These findings suggest that the s831 352 

mutation of GluA1 have no important impact on the LTP expression in the ACC. 353 

   We also tested the basal synaptic transmission in the ACC of s831A mice. These 354 

experiments demonstrated that neither the PPF (F (1, 189) = 0.973, P = 0.325, Two-way 355 

ANOVA. n = 17 neurons/6 s831A slices and 21 neurons/7 WT slices; F (1, 194) = 0.900, 356 

P = 0.465, Two-way ANOVA. n = 17 neurons/6 s831 slices and 22 neurons/8 s845A 357 

slices), sEPSC (frequency (s831A mice: 2.7 ± 0.3 Hz; s831A vs WT mice: t (47) = 358 

-0.626, P = 0.534; s831A vs s845A mice: t (47) = -0.221, P = 0.826, unpaired t-test); 359 

amplitude (s831A mice: 9.6 ± 0.5 pA; s831A vs WT mice: t (47) = 0.29, P = 0.773; 360 

s831A vs s845A mice: t (47) = 0.822, P = 0.415, unpaired t-test, n = 25 neurons/9 361 

s831A slices, 24 neurons/7 WT slices and 24 neurons/8 s845A slices)) nor the 362 

AMPAR-mediated synaptic response (input-output curve: s831A vs WT mice: F (1, 199) 363 
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= 1.045, P = 0.401; s831A vs s845A mice: F (1, 214) = 1.243, P = 0.281, Two-way 364 

ANOVA. n = 23 neurons/ 7 s831A slices, 17 neurons/6 WT slices and 20 neurons/6 365 

s845A slices; I-V curve: s831A vs WT mice: F (1, 341) = 1.009, P = 0.429; s831A vs 366 

s845A mice: F (1, 377) = 0.634, P = 0.749, Two-way ANOVA. n = 20 neurons/ 7 s831A 367 

slices, 18 neurons/6 WT slices and 22 neurons/9 s845A slices) and NMDAR-mediated 368 

synaptic responses (input-output curve: s831A vs WT mice: F (1, 194) = 0.0639, P = 369 

0.992; s831A vs s845A mice: F (1, 194) = 0.129, P = 0.972, Two-way ANOVA. n = 19 370 

neurons/ 6 s831A slices, 20 neurons/7 WT slices and 20 neurons/8 s845A slices; I-V 371 

curve: s831A vs WT mice: F (1, 368) = 0.387, P = 0.927; s831A vs s845A mice: F (1, 350) 372 

= 0.118, P = 0.999, Two-way ANOVA. n = 18 neurons/ 7 s831A slices, 23 neurons/10 373 

WT slices and 21 neurons/9 s845A slices; rise time: 14.3 ± 1.6 ms in s831A mice. 374 

s831A vs WT mice: t (15) = 0.342, P = 0.737; s831A vs s845A mice: t (17) = -0.279, 375 

P = 0.783. decay time: 215.5 ± 16.5 ms in s831A mice. s831A vs WT mice: t (15) = 376 

-0.1, P = 0.921; s831A vs s845A mice: t (17) = -0.765, P = 0.455, unpaired t-test) (n = 377 

9 neurons/ 6 s831A mice, 8 neurons/6 WT slices and 10 neurons/7 s845A slices) were 378 

different in the s831A mice, in comparison with those in the WT and s845A mice 379 

(Figs. 2-3). 380 

 381 

Recruited responses in the ACC of WT and s831A but not s845A mice 382 

One of the advantages in the multi-channel recording system is that we can 383 

observe the recruitment of channels, which are originally inactive but can be recruited 384 

by TBS induction (Chen et al., 2014a). In WT mice, 18.53 ± 1.55 channels per slice 385 
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(15 slices/11 mice) were originally activated and showed fEPSP during the baseline 386 

recording. However, 2.5 ± 0.3 channels were recruited after TBS (Fig. 5G). In 387 

consistent with our previous observation (Chen et al., 2014c), the recruited channels 388 

located on the edge of the basal active area (Fig. 5A). 389 

We then tested whether s845 or s831 mutation may affect the TBS induced 390 

channel recruitment. We found that the number of basal activated channels was not 391 

changed in s845A and s831A mice, in comparison with WT mice (s845A: 17.67 ± 392 

0.88 channels; s831A: 18.2 ± 1.17 channels. n = 15 slices/13 s845A mice and 15 393 

slices/13 s831A mice. F (2, 42) = 0.223, P= 0.801, One-way ANOVA). However, 394 

recruited channels were only observed in s831A but not in s845A mice (Figs. 5B-C). 395 

The time courses of the changed fEPSP slope in the recruited channels were 396 

further shown in Figs. 5D-F. In WT and s831A mice, the number of recruited channels 397 

gradually increased after TBS induction (Fig. 5E). In these recruited channels, TBS 398 

induced fEPSP were gradually potentiated and finally reached as large as 24.5 ± 1.5 399 

V of the amplitude in WT mice and 22.5 ± 1.4 V in s831A mice at 4 hrs after TBS 400 

induction (Fig. 5F). Both the number of recruited channels (t (28) = 0.386, P = 0.702, 401 

unpaired t-test) and their fEPSP amplitude (t (70) = -1.065, P = 0.291, unpaired t-test) 402 

in WT and s831A mice were not different (Fig. 5G). 403 

 404 

Spatial and temporal tracing of fEPSPs 405 

For better understanding the distribution pattern of the active responses, we 406 

analyzed their spatial distribution in different layers of the ACC and their temporal 407 
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changes before and after TBS in the WT, s845A and s831A mice. Firstly, we plotted 408 

the fEPSP slopes into a channel-slope strength 2D system from all 63 recorded 409 

channels with active and non-active (defined as 0 mV/ms) responses, at 0.5 hr before 410 

and 4 hrs after TBS (n = 15 slices acquired in each group) (Figs. 6A-C). When we 411 

stimulated the channel in deep layer (channel 37), the active responses were observed 412 

in both deep and superficial layers around it. The peak intensity of fEPSP slopes was 413 

near the channels 27-29, the superficial layers of the stimulation site (also shown in 414 

Fig. 1A). Basal fEPSP slopes were similar in the three types of mice. However, the 415 

mean potentiation degree of fEPSP slopes after TBS were quite different, in which 416 

much smaller potentiation was shown in s845A (Fig. 6B) mice comparing with WT 417 

(Fig. 6A) and s831A mice (Fig. 6C). We then plotted the temporal-changes in each 418 

channel before and after TBS, in which the spatial distribution of responses from all 419 

63 recording channels were plotted in y axis and their temporal changes were plotted 420 

in x axis (n = 15 slices in each type of mice) (Figs. 6D-F). The traces showed that 421 

TBS could induce stronger potentiation of fEPSP slopes in most of the channels in 422 

WT and s831A mice than in s845A mice.  423 

 424 

Spatio-temporal pattern of LTP   425 

To determine the accurate spatio-temporal properties of the fEPSP signals, we 426 

developed a software prototype that can reconstruct smoother and stable interpolation 427 

of signals (640 x 640 pixels) by using a nonlinear cubic spline interpolation algorithm 428 

in an optimal way (see Methods for detailed description). By this method, the 429 
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originally recorded MED64 values of fEPSP slopes, including active channels and 430 

non-active channels (Figs. 7A and D), were reconstructed into high-density 2D 431 

signals (640 x 640 pixels) (Figs. 7B and E) and then transferred to 3D signals (Figs. 432 

7C and F). This allows us to show more smooth patterns of 2D signals and 433 

continuities at all acquisition time.   434 

The multiple fEPSP peaks were considered as vertex of a graph network and the 435 

contour line map showed the spatial distribution of LTP network. In this way, we 436 

applied the similar acquisition and reconstruction methods for analyzing data before 437 

and after TBS for all acquired datasets (Fig. 8-10). The values of fEPSP slope in three 438 

representative slices with respect to WT, s845A and s831A mice were shown (Fig. 8). 439 

The values of fEPSP signals in baseline (Figs. 8A, D and G), after TBS (Figs. 8B, E 440 

and H) and their differences between baseline and after TBS (Fig. 8C, F and I) were 441 

presented in a color-encoded 2D contour- line map with strength calibration color-bar, 442 

respectively.  443 

The locations of multiple fEPSP signal peaks and the distribution of network 444 

were accurately computed using the height-level of contour lines. The 3D surfaces 445 

(Figs. 8J-R) were reconstructed based on the 2D color map in Figs. 8A-I, by using the 446 

height-level contour lines in a 3D version with calibration bar. From these figures, we 447 

were able to localize the spatial distribution and the strength of the basal network 448 

active responses and their potentiation effect. Based on the 2D and 3D version of the 449 

reconstructed results (Fig. 8), the difference of network responses before and after 450 

TBS were accurately exhibited. It’s easy to find that, although the intensity and spatial 451 
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distributions of the basal fEPSP slope were similar, TBS significantly increased the 452 

intensity in most of the active areas surrounding the stimulation site in WT and s831A 453 

mice. However, very weak potentiation was observed in the s845A mice, indicating 454 

that s845 site of GluA1 is important for the network LTP in the ACC. 455 

Further quantitative analyses of recruited responses were visualized in 456 

spatio-temporal 3D spaces. The TBS induced recruitment in WT, s831A and s845A 457 

mice could be easily measured and visualized in 3D spatio-temporal space (Fig. 9). In 458 

typical samples of WT, s845A and s831A mice, the spatial characteristics of the 459 

network active responses were presented along the time course to show their temporal 460 

changes during the whole experimental (Figs 9A, D and G) or split procedures 461 

(baseline (Figs. 9B, E and H) and after TBS phases (Figs. 9C, F and I)), respectively. 462 

We found that the recruited responses, which located on the edges of the active areas, 463 

were emerged after TBS induction and enhanced gradually in WT (Figs. 9A-C) and 464 

s831A (Figs. 9G-I) but not s845A mice (Figs. 9D-F). 465 

 466 

Spatio-temporal characterization of the network L-LTP  467 

We computed the spatial-strength distribution of L-LTP (Figs. 10A-I, yellow 468 

calibration bar) and the spatial-frequency- distribution of L-LTP (Figs. 10J-R, blue 469 

calibration bar) in 63 recording channels (channels with S-LTP and no potentiation 470 

were not included). Based on the  original acquired low-resolution 64 channels 471 

datasets with 8 x 8 values, the averaging of fEPSP slopes (strength) at 4 hrs after TBS 472 

induction were computed for WT mice (Fig. 10A), s845A mice (Fig. 10D) and s831A 473 
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mice (Fig. 10G) (n = 15 slices in each type of mice). Then we reconstructed the 63 474 

values of 2D signals into the high-density 640 x 640 pixels 2D (Figs. 10B, E and H) 475 

and 3D representations (Figs. 10C, F and I), respectively. The probability 476 

distributions of spatial-strength network of L-LTP with multiple L-LTP peaks 477 

(vertices) were thus quantitatively and accurately visualized. Similarly, the probability 478 

distributions of spatial-frequency network of L-LTP were computed to show the 479 

spatial distributions of the L-LTP on the same measuring slices, so that we could 480 

easily observe where L-LTP often happens. The probability distributions of spatial- 481 

frequency L-LTP network were shown with the averaged 63 channel as 2D map (Figs. 482 

10J, M and P), reconstructed high-representative contour line map (Figs. 9K, N and Q) 483 

and 3D surface map (Figs. 10L, O and R).  484 

According to the quantitative analysis, we found the spatial-strength (Figs. 10C, F 485 

and I) and spatial-frequency (Figs. 10L, O and R) of the network L-LTP are often 486 

formed as a ring distribution surrounding the location where stimulation was 487 

delivered. The spatial-strength and spatial-frequency distributions of L-LTP were both 488 

similar in WT and s831A mice but obviously weak in s845A mice. 489 

 490 

DISCUSSION 491 

In the present study, by using genetic mutant mice of phosphorylation of GluA1 492 

at s845 and s831 sites of AMPARs, we found that PKA phosphorylation site s845 of 493 

GluA1 is important for the ACC L-LTP. By using a multiple channel MED64 field 494 

recording system, we showed that TBS applied at one site in the ACC produces 495 
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L-LTP within most of the recording sites in the WT and s831A mice but not in the 496 

s845A mice. We also developed a novel software for quantitative analysis and 497 

meaningful visualization that enhanced the spatial accuracy to the level of micros for 498 

the fEPSP signals in reconstructed high-resolution spaces. We thus computed accurate 499 

and quantitative information including dynamic location and distribution of multiple 500 

fEPSP peaks and the network LTP in time (1D) and spatial (2D) dimension.  501 

The roles of phosphorylation of GluA1 for LTP have been investigated in the 502 

hippocampus. After the induction of hippocampal LTP, the expression of 503 

phosphorylated GluA1 at s831 and s845 sites is increased in the hippocampal CA1 504 

(Barria et al., 1997; Mammen et al., 1997). Activation of CaMKII and PKC 505 

phosphorylates the s831 of the GluA1 (Lee et al., 2000), which increases channel 506 

conductance of AMPARs and directly leads to LTP expression (Benke et al., 1998; 507 

Derkach et al., 1999). PKA phosphorylates s845 of the GluA1, however, mainly 508 

contributes to AMPAR trafficking to the plasma membrane (Esteban et al., 2003; Oh 509 

et al., 2006). Phosphorylation of GluA1 at s831 or s845 lowers the threshold for LTP 510 

induction (Makino et al., 2011), while LTP significant deficits in s831 and s845 511 

double mutant mice (Lee et al., 2003) , indicating phosphorylated s831 and s845 of 512 

GluA1 both play important roles for the hippocampal LTP. However, unlike the 513 

hippocampus, we found that the AC1-cAMP-PKA pathway rather than PKC pathway 514 

is much involved with the synaptic potentiation in the ACC (Zhuo, 2008; Bliss et al., 515 

2016; Zhuo, 2016). In cingulate pyramidal cells, LTP induced by TBS or pairing 516 

stimulation is abolished in AC1 knockout mice or by AC1 inhibitor NB001 (Liauw et 517 
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al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011). By contrast, hippocampal CA1 LTP was not affected by 518 

AC1 deletion or NB001 application (Wang et al., 2011). These results indicate that 519 

signaling pathways for LTP in central synapses (hippocampus vs cingulate) are 520 

different. Such difference actually provide unique view for future clinical 521 

manipulations such as inhibiting chronic pain with less cognitive side effects or 522 

enhancing cognition without increasing chronic pain. 523 

  In animal models of acute inflammatory or neuropathic pain, the elevated 524 

density and activity of PKA phosphorylated GluA1 at s845 has been reported (Xu et 525 

al., 2008; Bie et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2014d; Chen et al., 2014c). Phosphorylation of 526 

GluA1 s845 sites likely contributes to behavioral sensitization, since both enhanced 527 

synaptic potentiation and behavioral hyperalgesia are greatly inhibited in s845 but not 528 

s831 mutant mice (Zhuo, 2008; Chen et al., 2014d; Chen et al., 2014c). Nerve injury 529 

induced overexpression of Ca2+-permeable AMPARs (CP-AMPARs) depends on the 530 

activation of PKA, and CP-AMPAR inhibitor NASPM reverses ACC LTP (Chen et 531 

al., 2014c). In the present study, we further confirmed that PKA phosphorylation at 532 

s845 but not PKC phosphorylated at s831 of GluA1 is important for the LTP in the 533 

ACC. Therefore, unlike hippocampus, we propose that, in the ACC, PKA but not 534 

CaMKII/PKC phosphorylation of GluA1 is required for the expression of LTP.  One 535 

possible reason is that the expression of LTP in the ACC depends on the membrane 536 

AMPAR trafficing but not the increased channel conductance.  This prediction is 537 

supported by our previous findings that peripheral nerve injury mainly increases the 538 

number of membrane AMPAR but not the channel conductance in the ACC (Li et al., 539 
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2010; Chen et al., 2014c).  Activation of PKA and increased postsynaptic 540 

CP-AMPAR on the membrane may contribute to AMPAR trafficking in the ACC. In 541 

addition, it is possible that CaMKII/PKC phosphorylated s831 of GluA1 in the ACC 542 

may contribute to other forms of plasticity such as long-term depression (LTD).  In 543 

the visual cortex, it has been reported that associative LTD requires the involvement 544 

of PKC activation (Seol et al., 2007). Future experiments are clearly needed to 545 

address this possibility. 546 

Another interesting finding is that LTP induction recruited cortical circuitry in the 547 

WT and s831A but largely diminished in the s845A mice. The recruitment of synaptic 548 

responses may be caused by the enhancement of presynaptic glutamate release, silent 549 

synapses or postsynaptic trafficking of AMPAR (Chen et al., 2014b). Since the basal 550 

synaptic transmission is not changed in the three types of adult mice, we think the 551 

postsynaptic trafficking of AMPAR may take more important role for the recruitment 552 

of synaptic responses. Some researchers have found that LTP induction promotes the 553 

GluA1 surface expression in spines and dendrites, through PKA phosphorylation of 554 

GluA1 at s845 site (Esteban et al., 2003; Oh et al., 2006; Henley and Wilkinson, 555 

2016). This is likely the main reason for the recruited responses in our present works. 556 

The deficiency of recruitment in s845A mice is largely due to the inactive PKA 557 

pathway failed to induce AMPAR surface trafficking.  558 

In our research, by using the MED64 system, the LTP can be recorded from 559 

multiple channels in one ACC slice. Comparing to traditional two-electrodes (one 560 

stimulation and one recording electrode) methods, this system helps to deepen our 561 
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understanding for the multiple activated responses and signal spread. However, the 562 

spatial distribution of the real network response is limited by the low resolution of 563 

recording channels. The temporal change of the signals is also hard to analysis. By the 564 

unbiased quantitative analysis, the number, shape and distribution of multiple peaks 565 

of fEPSP signals can be visually achieved with a smoother and more stable 566 

interpolation of the original signals. In graph theory, a graph in this context is made 567 

up of vertices, nodes, or points which are connected by edges, arcs or lines. Here, we 568 

consider the peaks of fEPSPs as the nodes or vertices in a graph network. The 569 

connectivity between these vertices is visualized using the distributed contour-lines of 570 

slopes. In this way, the bottleneck for accurate localization and distribution of 571 

network signals acquired from low resolution recording system has been conquered to 572 

a large extent. We can further compute multiple distributions of contour-lines to 573 

visualize the probability spatial-strength and spatial-frequency properties of the 574 

network LTP. To our knowledge, our work is for the first time to apply the similar 575 

analyzing method to check the spatial-temporal properties of network signals and LTP. 576 

This will be useful to reveal the cellular response, synaptic transmission and drug 577 

effect at circuit level. However, there are still a lot of uncertainties for the underlying 578 

connectivity among multiple fEPSP peaks by only using electrophysiology data in 579 

spatio-temporal dimensions. In the future, we will extend our approach to reconstruct 580 

higher-fidelity and more meaningful network signals by combining electrophysiology, 581 

morphology and imaging information and so on. In this way, we may reveal the 582 

underlying relationships for the connectivity and spatial-temporal changes of the 583 
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network signals. 584 

In summary, our results demonstrated that the PKA phosphorylation site of the 585 

GluA1 is important for the network LTP and recruitment of cortical circuitry in the 586 

ACC. Since ACC is important for the process of chronic pain, this PKA site of GluA1 587 

may serve as a new target to inhibit the chronic pain. Further studies would lay in the 588 

detection of the relationship between pairwise channels before and after TBS, as well 589 

as the expanded application such as the possible changed spatial-temporal properties 590 

of network LTP in chronic pain. 591 

592 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 707 

Figure 1. s845 mutation of the GluA1 impaired the LTP 708 

(A, F) Two mapped samples showed the network fEPSP in the ACC of s845A (A), 709 

and WT (F) mice. The fEPSPs were induced by electrical stimulation on one channel 710 

(37, marked as yellow light) and were recorded from the other 63 channels 1hr before 711 

(black) and 4 hrs after (red) TBS. Asterisks indicated the channels with recruited 712 

fEPSPs in the ACC of WT mice. Superimposed sample traces at different time points 713 

(1 hr before and 4hrs after TBS) showed three types of plasticity: channels showing 714 

L-LTP (a), channels showing S-LTP (b) and channels without potentiation (c). (B-D) 715 

The temporal changes of the fEPSP slopes with three type of plasticity from 1 slice of 716 

s845A mouse: 2 channels with L-LTP (B), 5 channels with S-LTP (C) and 12 channels 717 

without potentiation (D). The final averaged slope for all 19 active channels at 4 hrs 718 

after TBS (101.0  6.0% of the baseline) in the s845A slice was shown in (E). (G-I) 719 

The temporal changes of the fEPSP slopes from 1 slice of WT mouse: 15 channels 720 

with L-LTP (G), 3 channels with short term potentiation (H) and 3 channels without 721 

potentiation (I). The final averaged slope for all 21 active channels at 4 hrs after TBS 722 

(141.4  5.2% of the baseline) in the WT slice was shown in (J). Arrows in (B-E, G-J) 723 

indicate starting point of TBS application. 724 

 725 

Figure 2. Both s845 and s831 mutation of the GluA1 did not change the AMPA 726 

receptors mediated basal synaptic transmission 727 

(A) Schematic diagram showed the location of the stimulation electrode in the layer 728 
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V/VI and recording electrode for one pyramidal neuron in layer II/III of the ACC. (B) 729 

Sample traces and summarized results showed the paired pulse ratio recorded with 730 

intervals of 35, 50, 75, 100 and 150 ms in WT, s845A and s831A mice. (C) 731 

Representative mEPSC recorded in the ACC neuron from WT and mutant mices. (D) 732 

Cumulative histograms of the inter-event interval (left) and amplitude (right) of 733 

mEPSCs from sample neurons of WT and mutant mice. (E) Summarized results of the 734 

frequency (left) and amplitude (right) of sEPSCs. (F-G) Synaptic input-output curves 735 

(F) and I-V curve (G) of AMPAR mediated evoked EPSCs in WT, s845A and s831A 736 

mice. 737 

 738 

Figure 3. NMDA receptors mediated responses was not changed in both s845A 739 

and s831A mice 740 

(A) Synaptic input-output curves of NMDA receptors mediated evoked EPSCs in WT, 741 

s845A and s831A mice. (B) Synaptic I-V curve of NMDA receptors mediated evoked 742 

EPSCs in WT, s845A and s831A mice. (C) Normalized traces (left) and pooled data 743 

of rise time and decay time (right) in WT, s845A and s831A mice. 744 

 745 

Figure 4. Network plasticity of the fEPSP in the ACC of s831A mice 746 

(A) One samples showed the network fEPSP in the ACC of s831A mice. (B-D) The 747 

temporal changes of fEPSP slopes from 1 slice of s831A mouse: 12 channels with 748 

L-LTP (B), 3 channels with short term potentiation (C) and 3 channels without 749 

potentiation (D). The final averaged slope for all 18 active channels at 4hrs after TBS 750 
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(133.6  8.3% of the baseline) in the s831A slice was shown in (E). (F) The averaged 751 

fEPSP slopes of all recorded channels in WT (15 slices/11 mice), s845A and s831A 752 

mice (both from 15 slices/13 mice). (G) The averaged fEPSP slopes from total active 753 

channels of WT, s845A and s831A mice at different time points after the TBS. (H) 754 

The average number of the channels showed three type of plasticity from WT, s845A 755 

and s831A mice. Arrows in (B-F) indicate starting point of TBS application. *, p < 756 

0.05; ***, p < 0.001 compare with s845A mice. ###p < 0.001, s845A mice 757 

significantly different from s831A mice. 758 

 759 

Figure 5. The temporal changes of recruited responses in WT, s845A and s831A 760 

mice 761 

(A-C) Sample slices showed the distribution of the basal activated channels (blue) and 762 

the TBS recruited channels (red) in WT (A) and s831 (C) but not in s845A (B). (D) 763 

Superimposed samples showed the recruited responses induced by TBS. (E-F) The 764 

temporal changes of the number (E) and amplitude (F) of the recruited fEPSPs in WT 765 

and s831A mice. (G) The averaged number (left) and amplitude (right) of recruited 766 

channels in WT and s831A mice. 767 

 768 

Figure 6. The spatio-temporal accumulated distribution of fEPSP slope for all 64 769 

channels 770 

(A-C) The channel distribution of averaged fEPSP slope before and after TBS in WT 771 

(A), s845A (B) and s831A mice (C). The simulating site (channel 37) in each figure is 772 
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indicated with a purple triangle. (D-F) The averaged fEPSP signals from all channels 773 

in WT (D), s845A (E) and s831A mice (F) were recorded following time. The curves 774 

in all channels show the temporal changes of the normalized fEPSP slope and 775 

recruited responses after TBS using the mean value of all 15 measured slices. TBS 776 

application time was indicated with green triangles. 777 

 778 

Figure 7. A workflow for reconstructing sparsely grid-distributed signals into a 779 

highly-representative spatial 2D and 3D signals 780 

(A-C) A workflow showed the interpolation of the MED 64 channels (8 x 8) signals 781 

(A) to a 640 x 640 2D image (B) and its 3D version (C). (D) The 8 x 8 pixels MED64 782 

signals in 5 randomly selected slices in WT mice. (E) The interpolated 2D image 783 

showed the continuity of signals as well as the accurate localization of fEPSP peaks 784 

with contour lines in each acquisition slice. (F) 3D surfaces showed the peaks of 785 

fEPSP signals and their location. 786 

 787 

Figure 8. The spatial distribution pattern of LTP in three types of mice 788 

(A-C) The high-density images showed the value of fEPSP slopes before (A) and 4 789 

hrs after TBS (B) in one sample slice of WT mice. Their difference was shown in (C). 790 

(D-F) The value of fEPSP slope before and after TBS in one sample slice of s845A 791 

mice. Their difference was shown in (F). (G-I) The value of fEPSP slope before and 792 

after TBS in one sample slice of s831A mice. Their difference was shown in (I). (J-L) 793 

The 3D version of (A-C) are shown respectively. (M-O) The 3D version of (D-F) 794 
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were showed respectively. (P-R) The 3D version of (G-I) were shown respectively. 795 

 796 

Figure 9. LTP induction evoked recruitment of cortical circuitry in WT and 797 

s831A mice 798 

(A) The spatio-temporal 3D volume showing the recruited responses after TBS in one 799 

sample slice of WT mice. The Z direction represented the whole recording procedure. 800 

(B-C) The spatio-temporal distribution of the fEPSP before (B) and after TBS (C) 801 

split from (A). (D-F) The spatio-temporal 3D volume from one sample slice of s845A 802 

mice showed that TBS could not induce recruited responses. (G-I) The 803 

spatio-temporal 3D volume showing the recruited responses after TBS in one sample 804 

slice of s831A mice. 805 

 806 

Figure 10. The probability distribution of spatial-strength and spatial-frequency 807 

network L-LTP 808 

(A-C) The probability distributions of averaged fEPSP slope (spatial-strength) are 809 

from channels with L-LTP in WT mice. The original acquired 8 x 8 dataset (A), 810 

reconstructed (640 x 640) 2D signals (B) and 3D signals (C) were shown respectively. 811 

(D-F) The probability distributions of averaged fEPSP slope (spatial-strength) are 812 

from channels with L-LTP in s845A mice. (G-I) The probability distributions of 813 

averaged fEPSP slope (spatial-strength) are from channels with L-LTP in s831A mice. 814 

(J-L) (M-O) and (P-R) indicated the probability distributions of averaged frequency 815 

of network L-LTP (spatial-frequency) in WT, s845A and s831A mice, respectively. n 816 
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= 15 slices in each type of mice. 817 






















